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Moscow Kremlin Museums
Scientific and Research Library
Moscow Kremlin - the symbol of the Russian statehood
The Armoury Chamber
The architectural ensemble of the Cathedral Square
- The Research and Reference Library of the Moscow Kremlin Museums is a Department of the Museum dealing with the acquisition, preservation and admission to the library collection.

- The Library Museum collection was founded in the second half of the XIX century. The primary purpose of the Library is to help researchers study the museum’s collections.

**LIBRARY COLLECTION** — 55 000 BOOKS

**LIBRARY VISITORS** — 2 000 PERSONS PER YEAR
Automated Information Library System
MARC-SQL

Search results
Automated Information Library System
MARC-SQL

readers request list
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Номер</th>
<th>Описание</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1     | 708(K) K 196  
| 2     | 708(K) T 238  
| 3     | 708(K) T 238  
*Bobbyvitskeja 1.*  
Kremlin asahuone - taiteen ja historian ainealalta [Текст]  
Museum Site: http://www.kreml.ru
Since 1973, the Moscow Kremlin Museums publish "Materials and Research" - a regular collection of scientific papers.
The book to be digitalized

Image copies
TIF/JPEG

Electronic copy in PDF (graphical)

Electronic copy in PDF (symbol)

A copy on portable storage device

Local Museum Network

T-Libra
T-LIBRA - FULL TEXT SEARCH TECHNOLOGY is available in our museum site: http://www.kreml.ru

Inspired to use a full-text search technology, based on the platform T-LIBRA by “CONSTANTA”, Ltd., Arkhangelsk
T-LIBRA -
FULL TEXT SEARCH TECHNOLOGY

159 – the total resources in T-LIBRA system of The Moscow Kremlin Museums
81 – the total full text resources in T-LIBRA system of The Moscow Kremlin Museums
Macro objects
Digitized archival documents
Ownership signs and marks on our editions
KAMIS museum information system

- Accounting and storage of items
- Cataloging
- Exhibitions preparation and publications
- Restoration
- Creation systems for visitors
- Publishing the collection on the Internet
- Providing information to the State

Catalog of the Museum Fund of the Russian Federation
KAMIS
museum information system
Object type: Gospel in the cover
Place of origin: Russia, Moscow
Date: 1571
Organization: The Moscow Kremlin workshops
Materials: Gold, silver, precious stones, pearls, silk, fine brocade, wood, paper, gold brocaded braid
Technique: Chasing, filigree, enamel, granulation, niello
Dimensions: Size: 42.5 x 30.0 cm
Object history note: Was donated by Tsar Ivan the Terrible to the Annunciation Cathedral of the Moscow Kremlin in 1571.
The Armory Chamber of Moscow Kremlin Museums. Album. Moscow, 2006
Museum number: Kh-29/1-2
Armoury Multimedia application for electronic devices
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